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Arise platform fee

Have you wondered what expenses are involved in registering as a customer service representative on the Arise Virtual Solutions Platform? We can help! Startup Costs: Background Check $7.95Phone Line: about $75 installTelephone Keypad &amp; VoIP/Gaming Headset $35-$100Initial Client Program Certification Course $50-$250Monthly/Recurring CostsForm Usage Fee $39.50 per Month to Occur
Virtual SolutionsHigh Speed Internet $60 Per MonthPhone Line $18-$35Arise IBO Call Center Service Fee (varies by IBO, contact them for details)If you are an agent who will use Arise Platform while working for a company in Arise Network (and do not establish your own business), the startup cost is significantly less than an IBO Call Center. This page may contain some associated links, but I only support
opportunities that will benefit my readers. Get up: Is it a scam? Or a legitimate work at home? Here's the truth about Arise That's what I set out to discover, and here's what I found out:The reason I was a little skeptical about this company from the get-go was because of a very strong warning I've always given to my readers, family and friends: When you want to work from home, except for very rare
exceptions, you should never have to pay a company to work for them, they should always pay you! So I'm sure you would understand when all sorts of red flags flew in my face when I found out that to work for Arise, you have to pay for your own training! Yep, you heard me right; you have to pay fees (and many of them!) to work for this company. Working for Arise, you will be considered an independent
contractor and not an employee of the company. What this company does is set you up with companies looking for call center representatives. Arise will provide training, technical support and your paycheck will come directly from Arise. So you might consider Arise a kind of mediator between you and the companies you might work for. In a way, you might consider this as having your own business that you
will be asked to incorporate, which means you have to start your own virtual service company (more on that later). Fees So let's go over the fees, there are quite a few: Background checkYou can usually expect this to cost you anywhere from $12.00-$30.00.The reason you are asked to give the company a background check is because you want to handle sensitive information such as bank or credit card
numbers, addresses, etc. They just want to make sure that the information will remain secure. Basic work at home courses $99.00 This is so you can become certified professional with the company. Expect the certification course to be approximately 20 hours long (spread over the course of a week). When you are considered a certified professional you will be able to apply to companies working with Arise
for positions that interest you! I don't know if they're doing this anymore, but like I had a close friend of mine through the training with Arise, I thought that I would share that she told the company that she would have difficulty paying this fee and they were able to waive it for her. So it never hurts to ask your coach about quotas like this if this fee would be a hardship for you. Also, I know that from time to time,
the company waives this fee altogether as a kind of special to try to recruit new agents, so keep an eye on it! Fees for incorporating The Company require all of their independent contractors to form a Virtual Service Company. Fees to incorporate can cost you anywhere from $50.00-$500.00 depending on the state you live in. For more information on how to incoporate, please visit your home state's
website and they will give you full details on how to do this. Training fees specific to the company you want to work forOn that you are a certified professional in this company, you can either choose which company you want to work for, or you will be assigned to a company that has a current need for call center representatives. Each company has different procedures and of course their products are
unique, so it is necessary that you take a course that will familiarize you with the specific company you are going to take calls for. These rates can range anywhere from $50.00-$250.00 depending on the company. ( Some courses are much more involved than others). Arise' monthly service fee The company charges a fee to all independent contractors in the amount of $19.75; twice a month from the
paycheck. It is for every client you service. So if you served more than one client, you will be charged $19.75 for each twice a month. So, there are quite a few fees, no doubt about it, but you have to see if it's worth it for you. While the start-up cost can be a lot , I have spoken to a lot of people who say they have repaid these costs in the first or two paychecks. Pay From all indications, the salary is pretty
good for a work home job. you can expect that you will get paid either:By the hour or By the callKeep in mind that they have sales incentives available to their independent contractors, as well as bonuses, bumping up your payment at an even more attractive price! On average, you can expect to do anywhere from $10-$14.00 an hour and even more with bonuses and sales incentives! What types of
companies do you want to work for? This is the fun part! This company has a very unique and interesting set of customers, including: DisneyAppleCarnival Cruise LinesandTurbotax As I have mentioned, I know some friends who work for some of these companies and they absolutely love the work! So it is one thing to consider, as it seems that the work itself is enjoyable and can also be quite interesting.
So, what are the pros and cons of working for Arise? ConsIt seems that technical support in the company leaves much to be desired. From what I have heard, if you have a technical waiting several days for solution. Be prepared to get a lot of feedback when it comes to your performance. Quality assurance specialists will listen to and assess your conversations. This may be a deal breaker for many people,
who feel that this can be micromanaging, but then for others, this may not be a big deal at all! And then of course, there are all the fees that you have to deal with. But after the initial start-up fee, the only fee you have to contend with is arise monthly service fee, which is minimal compared to what you want to do. Don't forget, too, that as an independent contractor, you will be responsible for witholding your
own state and federal income tax. It doesn't necessarily belong in the cons category, it's more of a fyi! ProsI must say, that all in all, this seems to really be a great work home job opportunity..... the salary is good, the work is interesting and steady and .... you get to do everything from the comfort of your own home! So, if you are interested in my opinion on whether a home-based job with Arise is worth
pursuing, I must say that although I strongly warn you to veer away from companies asking you to pay upfront fees to work for them, I have noted that there are exceptions to this rule. So, in my opinion, this company is one of those exceptions. For more information or to search with Arise, please click here HOME &lt; START HEREServicesPricingNewsDEMO MONTHLY COST: Dedicated phone line
service - $10 to $35 (Paid directly to third-party Internet service provider-At&amp;amp; T, Comcast, etc). Internet Service - $30 to $60 (Paid directly to third-party Internet service providers such as Verizon, At&amp;amp; T, Comcast, etc). Arise Platform Fee – $39.50 per month $19.75 deducted by Arise every two weeks (Only if you work) IBO Support Fees - Basis Support Plan is 1$0.00 to a maximum of
$24.95 every other week wage period. The cost depends on the number of hours an agent works. If agents do not work the money is not deducted from their direct deposit. See ALL PLANS $0.00 or a maximum of $24.95 pulled by GPS every two weeks. GPS charges one of the lowest IBO fees in the Arise Network. We only charge $0.00 to a maximum of $24.95 every other week's pay period. The cost
depends on the number of hours an agent works. If agents do not work the money is not deducted from their direct deposit. The varying structure minimizes a CSP (Customer Support Professional) risk from having a fixed cost, especially when taking days off due to illness, vacations, etc. GPS allows to operate a virtual call center as risk-free as possible for CSPs. These monthly IBOs cover our expenses
for managing CSPs that also do not go through the INCORPORATION process due to lack of time, funds or other reasons. Fees cover our operating expenses, preparing quarterly 1099 forms, salaries, technical support, consultation/coaching, and other services. Term means Independent Business Operator. To work with Arise, you must be IBO that operates an LLC registered with the state and federal
government and completes the IBO acceptance process. IBOs are the only ones allowed to have CSP's working with their companies and assume responsibility for co-training, co-managing, and co-paying. We make sure that CSP receives payments every two weeks. See the payment calendar here. COMPARE US WITH ARISE GOLD PREMIERE PARTNERS: See comparisons here timeline of fees paid
by CSP: Before admission to certification course- $10 to $150 (Average certification cost is about $30-$50) - (step 12 - see all steps) When you start working automatically deducted - Stand Platform Fee - $39.90 per month (step 13 - see all the steps) When you start working automatically deducted – IBO Basic Support Plan Fees - $0.00 or a maximum of $49.90 per month (see all IBO Plans Support
&amp;amp; Benefits) Benefits of collaboration with GPS: See here Compare us with other IBOs: See here
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